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        Australia downplays Japan’s role in AUKUS, says no plans to add member to defence pact    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Lewis Jackson and Sakura Murakami SYDNEY/TOKYO (Reuters) -Australia downplayed reports Japan could soon join its AUKUS security pact with Britain and the United States, saying on Tuesday any cooperation would be on a project-by-project basis as differences emerge within the pact over adding new members. Prime Minister Anthony Albanese praised Japan as a close…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Australia downplays Japan’s role in AUKUS, says no plans to add member to defence pact        
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        Easter food spending lifts UK retail sales by most since August    
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                By David Milliken LONDON (Reuters) – An early Easter boosted food spending in Britain last month, lifting retail sales by the most since August, but the broader picture remained subdued as wet weather dampened demand for other goods, the British Retail Consortium said on Tuesday. Britain’s economy entered a shallow recession in the second half…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Easter food spending lifts UK retail sales by most since August        
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        Total solar eclipse: North Americans celebrate with cheers, music and matrimony    
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                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Brendan McDermid and Joseph Ax NIAGARA FALLS, New York (Reuters) -Throngs of skywatchers across North America gazed upward at a blackened sun in the midday dusk on Monday, celebrating with cheers, music and matrimony the first total solar eclipse to darken the continent in seven years. From a Mexican beach resort close to where…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Total solar eclipse: North Americans celebrate with cheers, music and matrimony        
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        UK’s Cameron to meet Blinken, Trump while pressing US Congress on Ukraine aid    
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                By Alistair Smout and Kanishka Singh LONDON/WASHINGTON (Reuters) -British Foreign Minister David Cameron will meet Secretary of State Antony Blinken on Tuesday during his U.S. trip and press lawmakers in Congress to pass an aid package for Ukraine while also discussing the Israel-Gaza war. Ahead of his meeting with Blinken, Cameron will meet former President…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK’s Cameron to meet Blinken, Trump while pressing US Congress on Ukraine aid        
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        Asian Stocks Rise, Bond Yields Steady at 2024 High: Markets Wrap    
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                (Bloomberg) — Stocks in Asia climbed Tuesday after US benchmarks saw sluggish trading and Treasuries kicked off the week on the back foot ahead of key inflation data. Benchmark equity indexes gained in South Korea and Australia. Futures in Hong Kong also pointed higher. US 10-year yields steadied after rising to the highest since November,…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Asian Stocks Rise, Bond Yields Steady at 2024 High: Markets Wrap        
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        Russia to launch Angara rocket for first time from Vostochny Cosmodrome    
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                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Reuters) – The first launch of the Angara A5 space rocket from Russia’s Vostochny Cosmodrome will take place on Tuesday, the state space agency Roscosmos said on Monday, in what could be a milestone for President Vladimir Putin’s space ambitions. The heavy-lift rocket will test launch from a newly built launchpad at the Cosmodrome –…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Russia to launch Angara rocket for first time from Vostochny Cosmodrome        
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        Wealth Management’s Rising Star in Asia Has Tricky Task at UBS    
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                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Young Jin Yee quit her last job after less than six months to take on one of the hardest tasks in private banking: combining the Asia operations of UBS Group AG and Credit Suisse. Now almost 10 months into her new role as UBS’s co-head of Asia-Pacific wealth management, the former international gymnast…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Wealth Management’s Rising Star in Asia Has Tricky Task at UBS        
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        Trump says abortion laws should be decided by US states    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Doina Chiacu and Nathan Layne WASHINGTON (Reuters) -Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump said on Monday that abortion laws should be determined by U.S. states, stopping short of proposing a national ban that could have imperiled his chances with swing voters in the November election. Trump previously signaled support for a ban beyond 15 weeks…            
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        Anger boils over for some amid record floods in Russia’s Urals    
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                By Guy Faulconbridge MOSCOW (Reuters) -At least 100 Russians asked for help from President Vladimir Putin on Monday in a city struck by the worst flooding ever recorded, chanting “shame on you” at local officials who they said had done too little to help their plight. Russia declared an emergency in the Orenburg region near…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Anger boils over for some amid record floods in Russia’s Urals        
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        UK stocks close higher on commodities lift    
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                        Apr 9, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Pranav Kashyap, Khushi Singh and Sruthi Shankar (Reuters) -The main UK share indexes rose on Monday, supported by miners as Shanghai copper prices touched record highs, while betting group Entain rallied on speculation of a potential takeover. The commodity-heavy FTSE 100 closed 0.4% higher following a sluggish start to the session, while the midcap…            
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        Gaza still hungry as aid trickles in before Eid festival    
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                GAZA (Reuters) – A boy staggered between tents in a Gaza displaced camp on Monday, his arms around a cardboard box of aid ahead of Islam’s Eid al-Fitr festival, six months into an Israeli air and ground campaign that has devastated the Palestinian enclave. Israel’s military assault in retaliation for Hamas’ deadly Oct. 7 attack…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Gaza still hungry as aid trickles in before Eid festival        
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        Pelosi joins call for Biden to stop transfer of US weapons to Israel    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 8, 2024                    
                
                        
                By Kanishka Singh WASHINGTON (Reuters) -Representative Nancy Pelosi, former House speaker and a key ally of Joe Biden, signed a letter on Friday from dozens of congressional Democrats to the president and Secretary of State Antony Blinken, urging a halt to weapons transfers to Israel. WHY IT IS IMPORTANT Israel’s military assault on Gaza, which…            
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        Briton who ran length of Africa says Congo kidnapping was only time he mulled quitting    
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                BIZERTE, Tunisia (Reuters) – After running the length of Africa, British extreme athlete Russ Cook said he only considered quitting once during his near year-long odyssey — after he got kidnapped in the Congo by a gang armed with machetes. “The scariest moment was in the Congo, when I was on the back of a…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Briton who ran length of Africa says Congo kidnapping was only time he mulled quitting        
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        US, UK, Australia consider Japan’s cooperation in AUKUS security pact    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 8, 2024                    
                
                        
                By William James and David Brunnstrom LONDON/WASHINGTON (Reuters) -Britain, the U.S. and Australia said on Monday they are considering working with Japan through their AUKUS security pact, despite U.S. export-control restrictions that challenge the existing partners’ efforts to counter China’s power in the Indo-Pacific region. Britain said consultations on future cooperation between the three AUKUS…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: US, UK, Australia consider Japan’s cooperation in AUKUS security pact        
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        US Republicans urge Ukraine aid vote, after ‘Russian propaganda’ warnings    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
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                By Patricia Zengerle WASHINGTON (Reuters) – Former U.S. President Donald Trump’s secretary of state, Mike Pompeo, added his voice on Monday to growing calls from prominent Republicans to pass billions of dollars in aid for Ukraine, after some party members accused aid opponents of succumbing to Russian propaganda. Democratic President Joe Biden’s request for $95…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: US Republicans urge Ukraine aid vote, after ‘Russian propaganda’ warnings        
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        Five killed in attacks in different Ukrainian regions    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Apr 8, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Reuters) -Russian attacks dispersed through different regions of Ukraine killed five people on Monday, officials said. A missile strike killed three people and injured at least eight in the southern city of Zaporizhzhia, regional governor Ivan Fedorov said. An industrial building, seven apartment blocks, as well as medical and educational facilities were damaged, authorities said.…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Five killed in attacks in different Ukrainian regions        
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        Polish opposition party PiS gets most votes in local elections    
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                WARSAW (Reuters) -Nationalist opposition party Law and Justice (PiS) won the popular vote in Poland’s local government elections, final results showed on Monday, in a setback for Prime Minister Donald Tusk’s ambitions to cement his grip on power. While Tusk did not succeed in leading his Civic Coalition (KO) grouping to first place in the…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Polish opposition party PiS gets most votes in local elections        
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        Iran’s foreign minister inaugurates new site for consular services in Damascus    
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                DAMASCUS (Reuters) – Iran’s Foreign Minister Hossein Amirabdollahian inaugurated a new site for Iranian consular services in the Syrian capital on Monday, Syrian state media reported, in a building near the previous consulate flattened in an Israeli airstrike last week. The strike, which flattened the consular building adjacent to Iran’s embassy and killed seven Iranian…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Iran’s foreign minister inaugurates new site for consular services in Damascus        
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        Vatican rejects gender-affirming surgery and surrogacy in new document    
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                By Alvise Armellini VATICAN CITY (Reuters) -The Vatican on Monday reaffirmed its opposition to gender-affirming surgery, “gender theory” and surrogate parenthood, drawing criticism from advocates for LGBTQ Catholics. The declaration by the Vatican’s doctrinal office (DDF) comes four months after another document in which it supported blessings for same-sex couples, triggering fierce conservative pushback, especially…            
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        Bond Yields Hit 2024 Highs With Inflation in Focus: Markets Wrap    
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                        Apr 8, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — The world’s biggest bond market kicked off the week on the back foot as geopolitical pressures abated and traders positioned for this week’s key inflation data. Treasury 10-year yields rose to the highest since November and came within a striking distance of the 4.5% level that some investors are watching as a threshold…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Bond Yields Hit 2024 Highs With Inflation in Focus: Markets Wrap        
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